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Do Solar Lights Improve 
Protection?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon everyone. The research question is pretty simple. “Do solar lights improve protection?” Many have asked, isn’t it obvious? Of course they do? Of course less violence occurs as a result of public lighting. Even though a number of studies in urban settings show a strong correlation between lighting and a reduction in violence, there were no studies that we could find that looked at that same correlation in a refugee setting. Because solar street lamps cost about $1500 each, we wanted evidence of course before making such a sizeable investment. As a result of the evidence from this study, UNHCR began this year stockpiling solar street lamps for operations around the world to use. 



Presenter
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Over the last year my colleagues and I had the chance to work with an extraordinary group of 33 South Sudanese refugees in northern Uganda. Together, we set out to understand the impact of community solar lighting, and specifically how these lights affect community dynamics at night and to what extent they prevent sexual violence.But this endeavor was more than a research project or an evaluation. it was also very much a community empowerment project. What I mean by empowerment is that being part of this community-led project seems to have been transformative for the women and adolescent girls who served on the team.



The skills and knowledge I 
got from the training 
gave me courage and 
the certificate awarded 
helped!

- Vivian, Enumerator
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Vivian said of her experience as an enumerator:“The skills and knowledge I got from the training gave me courage and the certificate awarded helped”Now let’s turn to the assessment…



 Population 3,292
 6 solar lights

Ocea Village
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Uganda presented a perfect opportunity to assess impact of solar lighting because we had a control group.�We gathered data in two villages that have solar lights and two villages that don’t, and compared data from lit areas and unlit areas to assess the effects of lighting.�This is a map of Ocea, with a population of just over 3 thousand and 6 solar lights. The outlined area is where the majority of the houses are. For the 83 households surveyed, the average distance from the household to the nearest light is 187 meters.



 Likelihood of “bad” 
experience 5X higher in 
unlit locations at night

“Light is good because you 
can see people coming 
and they cannot harm you."
- Adult male

Part 1. Results
Do lights improve community safety?
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Household survey data showed that violence was 5 times more likely to occur in villages without lighting. People in the community enthusiastically told us about how lighting has reduced nighttime violence, theft and harassment. One refugee summarized the impact of lighting when he said: “Light is good because you can see people coming and they cannot harm you."



 0 reports of fear of sexual 
violence in lit locations

“Solar lights help avoid SGBV 
at water points…[Perpetrators]
feel ashamed. They fear to be
exposed.”  
Female Police Officer, 
Rhino Camp

Do lights improve community safety?
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When we asked about perceptions of fear, we were surprised that no one in villages with lighting feared night-time sexual violence. The graph above compares the differences between lit locations (orange), unlit locations (red) and when walking through darkness (black), on reported fears of sexual violence. Individuals in lit locations at night reported no fears of sexual violence, compared to 7% of the time in unlit locations, and 11% of the time when walking through darkness. The quote above is from a police officer in the camp.“Solar lights help avoid SGBV at water points…[Perpetrators] feel ashamed. They fear to be exposed.”  



 Increased constructive 
night time activity:

- reading / studying
- children playing
- women knitting

"We can study under the 
light. We can patrol cattle, 
and we can fetch water. 
Before the lights it was very 
difficult to see when 
fetching
water but now it is easier.”
Adult male

Other affects of lights
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Our data also show that lights enable more constructive night time activity. The community told us that lighting has enabled youth to read and study, children to playwomen to knit, and men to watch their cattle One of the men from a focus group told us: "We can study under the light. We can patrol cattle, and we can fetch water. Before the lights it was very difficult to see when fetchin water but now it is easier.”



1. Reduces violence
2. Reduces fear 
3. Increases productive activities
4. Increases school attendance 

for girls 
5. Strengthens community 

engagement 

Lights and Protection- What did we learn?



Part 2. Community leadership

PREP

• Training
• Survey development- cultural adaptation and 

translation
• Survey piloting

IMPLEMEN
TATION

• Household interviews
• GPS collection (peer to peer training)
• Focus Group Discussions

ANALYSIS

• Community-based data interpretation
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The community was actively involved in all phases of the research. From designing and implementing the household survey to analyzing the data.Let me give some more detail on how the community led each phase of the process. 



Preparatory phase
 33 refugees trained
 2 weeks / 60 hours training 
Developed survey
Contextualized, translated, 

piloted survey
Certificates awarded 



 270 household surveys

 2 Focus Groups per village

GPS data-collection

Learning and training 
other youth on how to use 
GPS device was amazing. 
I will never forget in my 
life. (Research assistant) 

Implementation
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Learning and training other youth on how to use GPS device was amazing. I will never forget in my life. (Research assistant) 



Community-based data 
interpretation

 Preliminary data presented to 
community

Community discussed & 
interpreted data on night-time 
activities and fears

 4 discussions
 38 participants

Analysis 
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A month after we collected the data, we returned to Uganda and met with 38 community members from the villages. They helped make sense of the data.For example, why so many people were collecting water at night. The answer was simple, but it couldn’t be explained by the numbers alone. They informed us that the lines at the water points were so long during the day that they had no choice but to go at night despite their fear of violence. The biggest lessons learned from this project that meaningful community engagement leads to community ownership, which ultimately leads to sustainability and better protection outcomes.It takes more time and effort but we’ve learned a lot through this project, not only about the impact of lighting on protection but also good community-based programming which we will try to replicate elsewhere. Thank you.



 Rhino Camp community and team of enumerators

Village leaders Peter Nyok; Thomas Bohl; Wiliam Kelual and 
Jacob Nhial, Jacob Manyuon
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